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Junie B. Jones experiences glee while showing off her new furry mittens in kindergarten, but disaster strikes when they disappear
from the playground.
In her highly anticipated new novel, Judy Blume, the New York Times # 1 best-selling author of Summer Sisters and of young
adult classics such as Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret, creates a richly textured and moving story of three generations of
families, friends and strangers, whose lives are profoundly changed by unexpected events. In 1987, Miri Ammerman returns to her
hometown of Elizabeth, New Jersey, to attend a commemoration of the worst year of her life. Thirty-five years earlier, when Miri
was fifteen, and in love for the first time, a succession of airplanes fell from the sky, leaving a community reeling. Against this
backdrop of actual events that Blume experienced in the early 1950s, when airline travel was new and exciting and everyone
dreamed of going somewhere, she paints a vivid portrait of a particular time and place—Nat King Cole singing “Unforgettable,”
Elizabeth Taylor haircuts, young (and not-so-young) love, explosive friendships, A-bomb hysteria, rumors of Communist threat.
And a young journalist who makes his name reporting tragedy. Through it all, one generation reminds another that life goes on. In
the Unlikely Event is vintage Judy Blume, with all the hallmarks of Judy Blume’s unparalleled storytelling, and full of memorable
characters who cope with loss, remember the good times and, finally, wonder at the joy that keeps them going. Early reviewers
have already weighed in: “Like many family stories, this one is not without its life-changing secrets and surprises. There is no
surprise that the book is smoothly written, and its story compelling. The setting—the early 1950s—is especially well realized through
period references and incidents.” —Booklist (starred review) and “In Blume’s latest adult novel . . . young and old alike must learn
to come to terms with technological disaster and social change. Her novel is characteristically accessible, frequently charming and
always deeply human.” —Publishers Weekly
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In the summer of 1977, Victoria Leonard’s world changes forever when Caitlin Somers
chooses her as a friend. Dazzling, reckless Caitlin welcomes Vix into the heart of her sprawling, eccentric family, opening doors to
a world of unimaginable privilege, sweeping her away to vacations on Martha’s Vineyard, an enchanting place where the two
friends become “summer sisters.” Now, years later, Vix is working in New York City. Caitlin is getting married on the Vineyard.
And the early magic of their long, complicated friendship has faded. But Caitlin begs Vix to come to her wedding, to be her maid of
honor. And Vix knows that she will go—because she wants to understand what happened during that last shattering summer. And,
after all these years, she needs to know why her best friend—her summer sister—still has the power to break her heart. Praise for
Summer Sisters “Compulsively readable . . . [Blume’s] powers are prodigious.”—The New York Times Book Review “As warm as
a summer breeze blowing through your hair, as nostalgic as James Taylor singing ‘How Sweet It Is.’ You remember. So does
Judy Blume. How sweet it was.”—Chicago Tribune “An exceptionally moving story that can leave the reader laughing and crying . .
. sometimes at the same time . . . Blume creates a rich tapestry of characters.”—The Denver Post “Blume’s characters still tend to
hover after the book is set aside. . . . She catches perfectly the well-armored love between longtime female friends.”—The Seattle
Times
With more than four million copies sold, Wifey is Judy Blume's hilarious, moving tale of a woman who trades in her conventional
wifely duties for her wildest fantasies—and learns a lot about life along the way. Sandy Pressman is a nice suburban wife whose
boredom is getting the best of her. She could be making friends at the club, like her husband keeps encouraging her to do. Or
working on her golf game. Or getting her hair done. But for some reason, these things don't interest her as much as the naked
man on the motorcycle...
Although he is helped by his new sixth grade teacher after being diagnosed as dyslexic, Brian still has some problems with school
and with people he thought were his friends.
The Worst Vacation Ever! Thirteen-year-old Kyle thought spending a vacation on the Oregon coast with his family would be great.
He'd never flown before, and he'd never seen the Pacific Ocean. One evening Kyle is left in charge of his younger sister, BeeBee,
while his parents attend an adults-only Salesman of the Year dinner on an elegant yacht. Then the earthquake comes -- starting a
fire in their hotel! As Kyle and BeeBee fight their way out through smoke and flame, Kyle remembers the sign at the beach that
said after an earthquake everyone should go uphill and inland, as far from the ocean as possible. Giant tsunami waves -- three or
four stories high can ride in from the sea and engulf anyone who doesn't escape fast enough. Kyle and BeeBee flee uphill as a
tsunami crashes over the beach, the hotel, and the town. The giant wave charges straight up the hillside and through the woods
where the children are running for their lives. The perfect vacation has become a nightmare! Somehow Kyle and BeeBee have to
outwit nature's fury and save themselves from tsunami terror.
Jill goes along with the rest of the fifth-grade class in tormenting a classmate and then finds out what it is like when she, too,
becomes a target. Reissued with a fresh new look and cover art. Simultaneous.
A fast, fun, friendship read from the Newbery-award winning author of Maniac Magee. Fourth graders are tough. They aren't afraid of spiders.
They say no to their moms. They push first graders off the swings. And they never, ever cry. Suds knows that now that he's in fourth grade,
he's supposed to be a rat. But whenever he tries to act like one, something goes wrong. Can Suds's friend Joey teach him to toughen up...or
will Suds remain a fourth grade wimp?
Part of the classic Fudge series from Judy Blume, bestselling author of Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing! Fudge is obsessed with money.
He’s making his own “Fudge Bucks” and has plans to buy the entire world. But life gets really crazy when Fudge and his older brother,
Peter, run into their long-lost relatives, the Howie Hatchers. Now they have to deal with annoying twin cousins and a weird younger cousin,
coincidentally named Farley Drexel Hatcher—just like Fudge! Their names aren’t the only similarity, and before long, mini-Fudge is causing
just as much trouble as Fudge always has! “As a kid, Judy Blume was my favorite author, and Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing was my
favorite book.”—Jeff Kinney, author of the bestselling Wimpy Kid series Love Fudge, Peter, and Sheila? Read all the books featuring your
favorite characters: Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great Superfudge Fudge-a-Mania
A Study Guide for Judy Blume's "Forever . . .," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any
literature project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.
A collection of short stories accompanied by short essays on censorship by twelve authors whose works have been challenged in the past.
The Quick Student Workbooks are designed to get students thinking critically about the text they read and providing a guided study format to
facilitate in improved learning and retention. Teachers and Homeschool Instructors may use them to improve student learning and
organization. Students will construct and identify the following areas of knowledge. Character Identification Events Location Vocabulary Main
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Idea Conflict And more as appropriate to the text. This is a workbook for students to determine the above areas. This is not a study guide, cliff
notes, or Teacher's guide.
Freddy is unhappy about playing the turkey in his first-grade Thanksgiving Day play, especially with Max bullying and teasing him, but his
grandfather and principal both give him ideas for making the part fun.
When Davey Wexler's father is killed in a holdup in Atlantic City, her mother moves Davey and her brother to Los Alamos to get away from
the memories--but Davey is a girl frozen in fear and anger, until she meets an older boy called Wolf who can read hertiger eyes.

Peter Hatcher's little brother, Fudge, is four. And he's as monstrous as ever! When Fudge discovers that his new baby
sister can't play with him, he tries to sell her. When that doesn't work, he tries giving her away. And on his first day at
school he kicks his teacher and calls her Rat Face. Can his big brother help him out this time? A new cover edition of
book three in this hugely successful series from the bestselling author and household name Judy Blume.
Everything you need for a novel study on Superfudge by Judy Blume! There are many ways that you can use these
resources. You can copy as an entire packet or you can copy pages individually! This can be for a small book club, or for
the whole class! Inside you will find: About the Author Research Activity Story Summary: Characters/Plot/Setting: Graphic
Organizer Comparing Two Characters: Graphic Organizer Comparing Two Characters: Peter and Fudge: Venn Diagram
Character Change Throughout Story: Graphic Organizer Character Action/Motivation: Graphic Organizer Setting: Time
and Place: Graphic Organizer Setting: Describing and Drawing New York Setting: Describing and Drawing Princeton
Plot: Problem/Solution: Graphic Organizer Plot: Determining Importance of Events: Graphic Organizer New
Words/Meaning Graphic Organizer Questions I Had in Superfudge: Before/During/After Reading Graphic Organizer Textto-Text Connection Graphic Organizer Text-to-Self Connection Graphic Organizer Text-to-World Connection Graphic
Organizer Text-to-Self Connection with Specific Characters Graphic Organizer Character/Character Traits Graphic
Organizer My Important Thoughts While Reading Graphic Organizer Sensory Images in Superfudge: Graphic Organizer
Describing the Setting: Graphic Organizer Inferring Character Feelings Graphic Organizer My Inference Picture Cause
and Effect Graphic Organizer Inferring Graphic Organizer Eight Deep Question Response Activities Five Quotes from
Book Response Activities Book Commercial Activity Letter to the Author Activity Lesson/Theme of Superfudge Response
Activity Comparing the Book to the Television Show: Venn Diagram Enjoy! Visit my shop, School Rules, at Teacher's
Notebook.Or view this product, Superfudge by Judy Blume: Character, Plot, Setting.
Faced with the difficulties of growing up and choosing a religion, a 12-year-old girl talks over her problems with her own
private God. Reissued with a fresh new look and cover art. Simultaneous.
Sheila Tubman sometimes wonders who she really is: the outgoing, witty, and capable Sheila the Great, or the secret
Sheila, who's afraid of the dark, spiders, swimming, and dogs. When her family spends the summer in Tarrytown, Sheila
has to face some of her worst fears. Not only does a dog come with the rented house, but her parents expect Sheila to
take swimming lessons! Sheila does her best to pretend she's an expert at everything, but she knows she isn't fooling her
new best friend, Mouse Ellis, who happens to be a crackerjack swimmer and a dog lover. What will it take for Sheila to
admit to the Tarrytown kids -- and to herself -- that she's only human?
Six-year-old (The Pain) and his eight-year-old sister (The Great One) have a challenging relationship as they share
experiences learning to ride a bicycle, having a birthday party, and dog-sitting.
Faced with the difficulties of growing up and choosing a religion, a twelve-year-old girl talks over her problems with her
own private God.
Part of the classic Fudge series from Judy Blume, bestselling author of Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing! Peter Hatcher
can’t catch a break. His little brother, Fudge—the five-year-old human hurricane—has big plans to marry Peter’s sworn
enemy, Sheila Tubman. That alone would be enough to ruin Peter’s summer, but now his parents have decided to rent a
summer home next door to Sheila the Cootie Queen’s house. Peter will be trapped with Fudge and Sheila for three
whole weeks! “As a kid, Judy Blume was my favorite author, and Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing was my favorite
book.”—Jeff Kinney, author of the bestselling Wimpy Kid series Love Fudge, Peter, and Sheila? Read all the books
featuring your favorite characters: Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great Superfudge
Double Fudge
There is a lot going on in his life that thirteen-year-old Tony Miglione does not really understand--like why his parents suddenly have money
enough to buy a house on Long Island, why his mother has changed, why his rich friend Joel shoplifts, why he is obsessed with Joel's sixteenyear-old sister, and why he is having terrible stomach pains.
SuperfudgePenguin
An introduction to the American flag relates its history and explains the ideals it represents.
Seventh-grader John "Crash" Coogan has always been comfortable with his tough, aggressive behavior, until his relationship with an unusual
Quaker boy and his grandfather's stroke make him consider the meaning of friendship and the importance of family.
A six-year-old (The Pain) and his eight-year-old sister (The Great One) see each other as troublemakers and the best-loved in the family.
Winnie Barringer’s best friend, Iggie, has moved away. How is Winnie going to make it through summer vacation? Then the Garber family
moves into Iggie’s House, and Winnie is thrilled. The problem is, not everyone is as welcoming as Winnie.
While spending the winter of 1947-1948 in Miami Beach with her family, ten-year-old Sally makes up stories, casts herself in starring roles in
movies, and encounters a sinister stranger.
Fifth-grader Peter Hatcher's mother is pregnant, his four-year-old brother, Fudge, is a constant embarrassment to his family, and his parents
want to move to New Jersey for a year, could life get any worse?
With Halloween approaching, Junie B. needs to find a costume that will scare off the real witches and ghosts that she believes will be out on
the holiday. Reprint.
Living with his little brother, Fudge, makes Peter feel like a fourth grade nothing. Fudge is never far from trouble. He's a two-year-old terror
who gets away with everything--and Peter's had enough. When Fudge walks off with Dribble, Peter's pet turtle, it's the last straw.
You’ll never forget your first time...reading Forever, Judy Blume’s groundbreaking novel about teen sexuality, as an ebook. When you build
up something in your mind—really imagine it, wish for it—sometimes, when it actually happens, it doesn’t live up to your expectations. True
love is nothing like that. Especially not for Katherine and Michael, who can’t get enough of each other. Their relationship is unique: sincere,
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intense, and fun all at the same time. Although they haven’t been together all that long, they know it’s serious. A whole world opens up as
young passion and sexuality bloom. But it’s senior year of high school, and there are big changes ahead. Michael and Katherine are
destined for another big “first”: a decision. Is this the love of a lifetime, or the very beginning of a lifetime of love?
More adventures at school and at home with Jake, a first-grader, and his older sister Abigail, known to each other as the Pain and the Great
One.
Told in short, gripping chapters, this is an unforgettable true story of survival. The author was featured in Steven Spielberg's Survivors of the
Shoah Visual History Foundation. At just 15, her mother, and brother were taken from their Romanian town to the Auschwitz-II/Birkenau
concentration camp. When they arrived at Auschwitz, a soldier waved Elly to the right; her mother and brother to the left. She never saw her
family alive again. Thanks to a series of miracles, Elly survived the Holocaust. Today she is dedicated to keeping alive the stories of those
who did not. Elly appeared on CBS's 60 Minutes for her involvement in bringing an important lawsuit against Volkswagen, whose German
factory used her and other Jews as slave laborers.
Andrew wants freckles so badly that he buys Sharon's freckle recipe for fifty cents.
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